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We construct a generalization of Demjanenko’s matrix for an arbitrary imaginary
abelian field and prove a relation formula between the determinant of this matrix
and the relative class number. In a special case, we prove that the determinant of
this matrix coincides with Maillet’s determinant. As an application, we give an
upper bound for the relative class number of any imaginary subfield of Q(‘2m).
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
For a positive integer n, let An=[a # Z | 1a<n2, (a, n)=1]. For
x # Z, let R(x) be the residue of x modulo n with 0R(x)<n, and x$ be
the integer with xx$=1 (mod n) and 1x$<n. Then Maillet’s determinant
D(n) can be defined by
D(n)=det(R(ab$))a, b # An . (0.1)
Carlitz and Olson proved the following fascinating formula for any odd
prime p:
D(p)=(&p)(p&3)2 h&(Q(‘p)); (0.2)
here h&(Q(‘p)) is the relative class number of Q(‘p) (see [CO]). The
above formula has been generalized by a lot of authors. Recently Girstmair
defined a generalization of Maillet’s determinant for imaginary abelian
number fields and proved a generalization of (0.2) (see [G2]).
Sands and Schwarz defined a generalization of Demjanenko’s matrix
for any imaginary abelian number field K, where K/Q(‘pm) for an odd
prime p. They proved the relation between h&(K) and the determinant of
Demjanenko’s matrix for K (see [Sch], [SSch]). As an application, they
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gave an upper bound for h&(K). Recently Dohmae defined a generalization
of this matrix in the case K/Q(‘n) for any odd n (see [D]).
In the present paper, we construct the matrix 2(K, l) for an arbitrary
imaginary abelian field K and for some l # Z defined below, which is a
kind of generalization of Demjanenko’s matrix (see Definition 2.5). By
investigating the relation between 2(K, l) and the element of group ring
Q[G(KQ)], we obtain the following theorem, which can be regarded as a
generalization of that in [SSch] and [D].
Since KQ is an abelian extension, we can assume that K/Q(‘n) for
n3 with n  2 (mod 4), where n is minimal. We fix l # Z with l>1 and
(l, n)=1. Then we prove the following:
Theorem.
det 2(K, l)=
(&2)[K : Q]2
QK wK
h&(K) `
/ # X&
(l/(l)&1) `
p | n
(1&/(p)),
where QK is what is called the unit index of K (see (2.7)), wK is the number
of roots of unity in K, and X& is the set of odd characters of G(KQ).
In the case l=2, 2(K, 2) plays the same role as Demjanenko’s matrix.
In fact, we can confirm that |det 2(K, 2)|=2[K : Q]2&1 |det D|=|det D | ,
where D is Demjanenko’s matrix and D is the matrix defined in [SSch]
(see (2.8)).
In the case l=n+1, we can confirm that det 2(K, n+1) coincides with
Maillet’s determinant for K defined in [G2] (see Sect. 2). In this case, the
formula in Theorem coincides with that in Theorem 1 of [G2].
As an application, we give an upper bound for h&(K) in the case
K/Q(‘2m). This is an analogue of the one in Theorem 4 of [SSch] (see
Sect. 4).
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let G=G(Q(‘n)Q)=[_a | _a : ‘n  ‘an , (a, n)=1] with ‘n=exp(2?in),
H=G(Q(‘n)K), and GK=G(KQ)&GH. We let _a denote both the ele-
ment of G=G(Q(‘n)Q) and its restriction to K. Let J=_&1 be complex
conjugation. We consider Q which is an algebraic closure of Q, and con-
sider the group ring V=Q [GK]. Let V&=[x # V | Jx=&x]. We can see
that V&=(1&J)V.
Since Q/K/Q(‘n), we can take TK/[a # Z | 1a<n, (a, n)=1] such
that H=G(Q(‘n)K)=[_a | a # TK]. Since KQ is an imaginary abelian
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extension, J=_&1  H. Hence we can uniquely take a set SK/An=
[c # Z | 1c<n2] such that [_c | c # SK] _ [_&c | c # SK] forms a set of
representatives for GH&GK .
We make use of the same notations as in Sect. 6.3, Sect. 6.4 of [W]. Let
X be the character group of GK , and X&=[/ # X | /(&1)=&1]. For
/ # X with conductor fx= f, let
=/=
1
[K : Q]
:
a # SK
/(a)(_&1a +/(&1)_
&1
&a).
[=/ | / # X] are called the orthogonal idempotents of the group ring
V=Q [GK]. Note that =/ _&1a =/ (a)=/ . We can easily verify that
[=/ | / # X] forms a Q -basis for V, and [=/ | / # X&] forms a Q -basis
for V&.
We fix l # Z with l>1 and (l, n)=1. Let
An (b, l)= :
‘{1
‘l=1
‘n&b
1&‘n
# Q. (1.1)
Remark. If n is odd, then we can let l=2. Note that An (b, 2)=
(&1)b&12.
Definition 1.1.
\=\(K, l)= :
n
a=1
(a, n)=1
An (R(a), l) _&1a # Q[GK].
Remark. Since An (R(n&a), l)=&An (R(a), l), we can easily verify that
\ # V&.
From now on, we assume that / # X&. Then we have
\=/= :
n
a=1
(a, n)=1
An (R(a), l) / (a)=/ . (1.2)
Lemma 1.2.
:
n
a=1
(a, n)=1
An (R(a), l) /(a)=(l/(l)&1) B1, / `
p | n
(1&/(p)).
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Proof. Let (R(a)n)=An (R(a), l). Then we can easily verify that ( } )
is an ordinary distribution on (1n) ZZ (c.f. Sect. 12.1 and Sect. 12.3 of
[W]). By applying Lemma 12.15 of [W], we get
:
n
b=1
(b, n)=1
An (R(b), l) /(b)= :
n
b=1
An (R(b), l) /(b) `
p | n
(1&/(p)).
By applying (11) and Lemma 1 of [T] in the case n=0, we have
:
n
b=1
An (R(b), l) /(b)=(l/(l)&1) B1, / .
Thus we have the assertion.
By combining (1.2) and Lemma 1.2, we get the following:
Proposition 1.3.
\=/=_(l/ (l)&1)B1, / `p | n (1&/ (p))& =/ .
2. PROOF OF THEOREM
It follows from the definitions of SK and TK that
G=[_a _c | a # TK , c # SK] _ [_a _&c | a # TK , c # SK]. (2.1)
Since _a=1 on K for a # TK , we can see that _a _c=_c on K for a # TK and
c # SK . By the fact that \(K, l) # V&, we have the following:
Lemma 2.1. With the above notations,
\= :
c # SK
\ :a # TK An (R(ac), l)+ (_
&1
c &_
&1
&c).
For c # Z with (c, n)=1, let !c=_&1c &_
&1
&c . We can easily verify that
[!c | c # SK] forms a Q -basis for V&. A short calculation shows that
!a !b=2!ab and !&a=&!a for a, b # Z with (a, n)=1 and (b, n)=1. By
Lemma 2.1, we have
\!d=2 :
c # Sk
\ :a # TK An (R(ac), l)+ !cd . (2.2)
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For a # Z with (a, n)=1, we can uniquely take b # TK and c # SK such that
_a=_b _c or _a=_b _&c by (2.1). Then we let g(a)=c and
f (a)={1&1
(if _a=_b _c)
(if _a=_b _&c).
(2.3)
Note that _a=_f (a) g(a) on K.
Lemma 2.2. If c # SK , then [g(cd) | d # SK]=SK .
Proof. Suppose g(cd)=g(ce). In case f (cd)= f (ce)=1, we have
_cd=_ce on K. Hence d=e. In case f (cd)=1 and f (ce)= &1, we have
_cd=&_ce on K. Hence d=&e. This is a contradiction, since d, e # SK/
[1a<(n&1)2]. This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.3. Let b, c, d # SK with g(cd)=b. Then c=g(bd $), and
!cd= f (bd $)‘b . Note that b$ is the inverse of b modulo n.
Proof. In case f (cd)=1, we have _cd=_g(cd)=_b on K, so _c=_bd $ on
K. Since c # SK , we have g(bd $)=c, and f (bd $)=1. Hence !cd= f (bd $)!b .
In case f (cd)=&1, we have _cd=_&g(cd)=_&b , so _&c=_bd $ on K.
Since c # SK , we have g(bd $)=c, and f (bd $)= &1. So we have
!cd= f (bd $)!b . This completes the proof.
Proposition 2.4. For any d # SK ,
\!d=2 :
b # SK
\ :a # TK An (R(abd $), l)+ !b .
Proof. It follows from (2.2) that
\!d=2 :
c # SK
\ :a # TK An (R(ac), l)+ !cd . (2.4)
Let g(cd)=b. By Lemma 2.3 and (2.4), we have
\!d=2 :
b # SK
\ :a # TK An (R(ag(bd $)), l)+ f (bd$)!b .
Suppose f (bd $)=1. Then there exists a1 # TK such that _bd $=_a1 _g(bd $) , so
bd $#a1 g(bd $) (mod n). Since [a$1 a | a # TK]=TK , we have
2 \ :a # TK An (R(ag(bd $)), l)+ f (bd $)=2 \ :a # TK An (R(abd $), l)+ .
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Suppose f (bd $)=&1. Then we can see that bd $# &a1 g(bd$) (mod n) for
some a1 # TK . It follows from the relation An (n&b, l)=&An(b, l) that we
have the assertion by the same method as in the case f (bd $)=1. This com-
pletes the proof.
Definition 2.5.
2(K, l)=\2 :a # TK An (R(abc$), l)+b, c # SK .
Proof of Theorem. Since both [=/ ; / # X&] and [!d ; d # SK] are
Q -bases for V&, there exists a regular matrix 1 # GL([K : Q]2, Q ) such
that
(=/ , = , ...)=(!d , !e , ...)1,
where /, , ... # X& and d, e, ... # SK . Now we consider the Q -linear map
V&  V& with x [ \x. By Proposition 1.3, we have
(\=/ , \= , ...)=(=/ , = , ...) diag \(l/ (l)&1)B1, / `p | n (1&/ (p))+/ # X& ,
where diag( } ) is the diagonal matrix. On the other hand, it follows from
Proposition 2.4 that
(\=/ , \= , ...)=(\!d , \!e , ...)1
=(!d , !e , ...) 2(K, l)1
=(=/ , = , ...) 1&12(K, l)1.
Hence we get
1&12(K, l)1=diag \(l/ (l)&1)B1, / `p | n (1&/ (p))+/ # X& . (2.5)
By considering the determinants of both sides of (2.5), we have
det 2(K, l)= `
/ # X&
(l/ (l)&1) B1, / `
p | n
(1&/ (p)). (2.6)
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Recall the class number formula as follows (cf. Proposition 4.9 of [W]):
h&(K)=QK wK `
/ # X&
(& 12B1, /). (2.7)
Note that wK is the number of roots of unity in K, and QK=
(EK : WK E+K )=1 or 2, where EK (resp. E
+
K ) is the unit group of K (resp.
K+=K & R) and WK is the group of roots of unity in K. By combining
(2.6) and (2.7), we get the proof of Theorem.
Remark 1. >/ # X& (l/(l)&1) and >p | n (1&/(p)) can be calculated
explicitely (cf. [G2], [SSch], [D]).
Remark 2. Sands and Schwarz defined the matrix D such that
det D =
2[K : Q]2
|K
h&(K) `
/ # X&
(2&/(2)),
in the case K/Q(‘pm) for any odd prime p. D is a modification of
Demjanenko’s matrix. Dohmae defined the one in the case K/Q(‘n) for
any odd integer n with n>2. If l=2 then 2An (b, 2)=(&1)b&1. By
Theorem in the case l=2, we have
det D =(&1)[K : Q]2 det 2(K, 2)=det \ :a # TK (&1)
R(abc$)+b, c # Sk , (2.8)
for K/Q(‘pm).
3. GIRSTMAIR’S DETERMINANTS
We let l=n+1. By Lemma 2.1 of [Si] and Proposition 1.3, we have
=/ \(K, n+1)==/ nB1, / `
p | n
(1&/ (p))
==/ :
n
a=1
(a, n)=1
/ (a)a
==/ :
n
a=1
(a, n)=1
nB1 \R(a)n + _&1a . (3.1)
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for / # X&, where B1(x) = x & 12. Note that \ # V& and
a B1(R(a)n)_&1a # V
&. Since / # X =/=1, we get
\(K, n+1)= :
n
a=1
(a, n)=1
nB1 \R(a)n + _&1a =n :c # SK :a # TK B1 \
R(ac)
n + !c . (3.2)
By Lemma 2.1, we have
:
a # TK
An (R(ac), n+1)= :
a # TK
nB1 \R(ac)n + , (3.3)
for c # SK . By (3.3) and Definition 2.5, we have the following:
Lemma 3.1.
2(K, n+1)=\2n :a # TK B1 \
R(abc$)
n ++b, c # SK .
We can see that det 2(K, n+1) coincides with Girstmair’s determinant
D* defined in [G2]. In fact, by applying Theorem in the case l=n+1, we
have the following (see Theorem 1 of [G2]):
Proposition 3.2.
det 2(K, n+1)=
(&2n)[K : Q]2
QK |K
h&(K) `
p | n
(1&/(p)).
4. AN UPPER BOUND FOR h&(K)
As an application, we give an upper bound for h&(K). In the case that
K/Q(‘pm) for an odd prime p, Sands and Schwarz gave an upper bound
for h&(K) (see Theorem 4 of [SSch]). So we assume that K/Q(‘2m) for
m2. Then we can let l=3 in Theorem. Let F(l, K)=>/ # X& (l/ (l)&1).
We have the following:
Proposition 4.1.
h&(K)
|K
|F(3, K)|
(2m&2[Q(‘2m) : K])[K : Q]4.
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Proof. By Theorem, we have
det 2(K, 3)=
(&2)d
|K
h&(K) F(3, K), (4.1)
where d=[K : Q]2. Let ‘=exp(2?i3). For any b # Z, we can verify that
|A2m (b, 3)|= } ‘
b
1&‘
+
‘2b
1&‘2 }1.
So we can see that the entries of 2(K, 3) have absolute value at most
M=2[Q(‘2m) : K]. Hadamard’s inequality says that
|det 2(K, 3)|(d 12M)d=(dM)d2 M d2=(2,(2m)[Q(‘2m) : K])d2. (4.2)
By (4.1) and (4.2), we have the assertion.
Corollary 4.2.
h&(Q(‘2m))2m \2
m&2
9 +
2m&3
.
Proof. In the case K=Q(‘2m), we can see that |K=2m and
|F(3, Q(‘2m))|= } `/ # X& (3/(3)&1) }=(3
k2+1),(2
m)k,
where k is the order of 3 mod 2m in (Z2mZ)_. Hence we have
|F(3, Q(‘2m))|32
m&2
. By Proposition 4.1, we have the assertion.
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